As the industry’s first stand-up platform of floor care equipment, the Windsor Chariot IScrub significantly increases productivity and cleaning quality by reducing operator fatigue. It’s easy to use and operators have superior full circle visibility of obstacles.

The Chariot’s small footprint and ultra-tight turning radius make it ideal for cleaning in busy, complex building layouts without disrupting workflow.

The Chariot family now includes six models and offers five distinct cleaning processes: vacuuming, renew encapsulation interim carpet cleaning, deep restorative extraction, scrubbing (disk and cylindrical) and burnishing. Using the chariot, you can clean any floor anywhere around the world.

**Features Include:**

- The cylindrical brush system incorporates sweeping and scrubbing in one pass.
- Chariot’s control panel is intuitively organized and easy to operate while steering.
- Fast and easy access to batteries and other components - even with solution tanks.
- Cleaning times are significantly reduced because maintenance time is minimized.
- Footprints are smaller than a walk-behind or a ride-on, the Chariot easily fits into busy environments without disrupting workflow.
- An ultra-light turning radius enables the Chariot to run around in five foot aisles.
- Greater access in tight areas, increasing your floor cleaning coverage.
- Chariot's innovative step-up design combines the handling and maneuverability of a walk-behind with the speed of a ride-on.
- The Chariot allows for quick and easy battery changes.
- 2 - 12 inch scrubbing brushes

The Chariot scrubs 24,200 feet per man-hour. Comparatively, a Push Scrubber will cover only 9,900 square feet in one man-hour. One custodian using the Chariot can do the work of 2.4 people. In other words, what would take almost two and a half hours using a rotary scrubber can be accomplished in only an hour with the Chariot Scrubber.